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Introduction 

The main goal of the Social Sciences Student Union is to surveil and take part in the 
development of the education organized at the Faculty of Social Sciences. This work is carried 
out by the presiding committee and student representatives of the Student Union. 
 
The Student Union is a democratic organization run by students and is obligated to work for the 
best of the students. This document is established by the Representative Assembly, which has 
been democratically elected by the members. After the opinion programme, this political action 
plan is the primary steering document for the Student Union’s political work.  
 
 
 

Equality and Diversity through Widening Participation  
(breddad rekrytering) - continued work 

There is an overall homogenous group of students that get admitted and start studying at Lund 
University. Students with a similar socio-economic background (e.g. as an effect of their parent’s 
occupation, academic background, and economic situation) choose to study at university-level to 
a higher extent than young people with parents who don’t haven’t pursued a higher level 
education .  1

 
The words equality and diversity have wide meanings, just like the term widening participation. 
Equality and diversity include many different important aspects: the gender aspect, the 
socio-economic background (as mentioned above), the question of inclusivity for students with 
different disabilities, as well as inclusivity through the English language. Lund University states 
that recruitment should be widened, both when it comes to the student population, as well as the 
recruiting of professors. It is important that the Social Sciences Student Union works actively 
with this matter, to ensure that the debate moves into real actions.  
 
Because of this, the Student Union shall: 

● be active in the discussions about widening participation at the faculty and through LUS - Lund 
University’s Student Unions (an umbrella organisation for all student unions at the university) 

● strive to make the university prioritize actions for improved diversity 
● Strive for the university to set the goal of recruiting at least 50% female professors from 2020 onwards, 

until the goal of 40/60% gender divide between professors is reached 
 

1 Conclusions that can be drawn from a study which the Swedish Higher Education Authority 
(Universitetskanslersämbetet) presented in 2018: 
http://www.uka.se/publikationer--beslut/publikationer--beslut/statistiska-analyser/statistiska-analyser/2018-03-28-
manga-unga-fran-studieovana-hem-studerar-inte-vidare-trots-hoga-betyg.html  

http://www.uka.se/publikationer--beslut/publikationer--beslut/statistiska-analyser/statistiska-analyser/2018-03-28-manga-unga-fran-studieovana-hem-studerar-inte-vidare-trots-hoga-betyg.html
http://www.uka.se/publikationer--beslut/publikationer--beslut/statistiska-analyser/statistiska-analyser/2018-03-28-manga-unga-fran-studieovana-hem-studerar-inte-vidare-trots-hoga-betyg.html


 

Equality and diversity 
In today’s society and at Lunds University there are a lot of talks about the work regarding 
equality and diversity. The Faculty of Social Sciences has a Management Group for Gender 
Equality, Equal Opportunities and Diversity (JLM) that is intended to work with these matters. 
The JLM-group is intended to be a consultation body/expert group for the Local Safety 
Committee (LSK) and the Faculty Board, however the group has not been functioning properly 
and has therefore not been used for its intended purpose. This is something that affects the work 
within the departments, leading to some of the departments having groups with a clear structure 
whilst others doesn’t have formalised groups. It is clear that the purpose of the Management 
Group for Gender Equality, Equal Opportunities and Diversity needs to be investigated and 
concreticised. Doing this will provide the necessary guidelines and routines from a faculty level 
that can be implemented on a department level.  
 
All work with equality and diversity needs to be clearly communicated to the students and relate 
to their needs. It’s important for the Faculty of Social Sciences and the Social Science Student 
Union alike to work actively with the equality and diversity issues that are experienced by our 
students. 
 
In the light of the Me too-movement, the vice-chancellor initiated the Tellus project. Tellus is a 
three year long project aiming to collect enough data about sexual harassment cases at Lund 
University to be able to provide an evidence-based way of working that will strengthen the 
prevention of sexual harassment.  
 
Because of this the student union shall 

● strive to make the faculty initiate an internal investigation of the purpose of the Management Group for 
Gender Equality, Equal Opportunities and Diversity 

● strive for routines at a faculty level that will simplify the work at a department level 
● take part in creating routines at a faculty level for how the faculty wants to work with this matter 
● strive to make the faculty and the university prioritize establishing and following routines for dealing with 

sexual harassment by working with LUS and the Tellus project 
● monitor the implementation of routines when cases of sexual harassment at the university are brought to 

our attention 
 

The student’s learning in focus – Pedagogical standard and the 
learning environments 
Teachers have various pedagogical skills and therefore the quality of the teaching at the Faculty 
of Social Sciences can vary. In many cases it is a matter of luck whether or not a student will get 
a teacher that actually knows how to teach. At the same time there are teachers who don’t even 



want to teach, since they would rather prioritize their research. It is not an understatement to say, 
considering the very few teaching hours social sciences students get, the quality of those few 
hours are of great importance.  
 
It is already stated in our Opinion Programme that “all teaching personnel should have at least 
10 weeks of education in teaching and learning in higher education”, which makes it even more 
natural for the student union to focus on the pedagogical issue during 2020. Ten weeks of this 
type of education will of course not solve all problems regarding teaching and the lack of 
pedagogical skills. It is also important to follow up on teachers, to make sure everyone gets 
competence development not only in the beginning, but also as time goes by. Another important 
aspect is that teachers have the skills to handle the rapid technological development. E.g. the 
digitalization of teaching requires certain skills from the teacher in order to handle, so that the 
already scarce teacher led hours aren’t wasted on fixing technical issues.  
 
It is necessary for the Student Union to prioritise and work more actively with the matter, to 
ensure that the teaching hours that social science students get is of a high standard. However, it’s 
very clear that there is a lack of teaching hours at the Faculty of Social Sciences. Just making the 
few teacher led hours that the students get better will not solve the problem in the long run. The 
quality of education is difficult to measure in only teaching-quality or only teaching-quantity, it’s 
important that there is enough of both to ensure the education quality that our students need 
and expect. Because of this there needs to be active work regarding increasing both the number 
and the quality of the teacherled hours at the faculty.  
 
The students’ need for access to workplaces with computers and printing capabilities, reading 
places with electrical outlets, wireless networks as well as group rooms shall be provided for by 
the faculty/departments. As the space today is limited, the building of a new study center in 
order to provide for the increased number of students is supported fully, since the current 
premises doesn’t support the current student population 
 
Because of this, the student union shall: 

● strive towards ensuring a high pedagogical standard in teaching within the Faculty of Social Sciences 
● work towards an increased amount of teaching hours 
● advocate for all departments to provide statistics for how many teaching hours are scheduled in the courses 

they offer 
● take an active part in the work with these matters within the faculty’s different decision making bodies 

and through LUS 
● take an active part in the work of recruiting new professors to ensure the student perspective (for example 

through the Academic Appointments Council at the faculty [Lärarförslagsnämnden]) 
● work towards that the students should have access to varied workplaces equipped for their different needs  

 
 



Governmental Committee Reviews - STRUT and 
Internationaliseringsutredningen  
During the fiscal years of 17/18 and 18/19 two major Committee Reviews took place at a 
government level: Styr- och resursutredningen (STRUT) and Internationaliseringsutredningen. 
The student unions, LUS, SFS and the university all took part in writing different statements of 
opinions in the consultative procedure for both Committee Reviews. However no political 
actions has happened after the replies were sent in.  
Apart from these Committee Reviews there is now an active investigation before the upcoming 
proposition of research policy. There is a lot of focus on this upcoming research proposition and 
the Social Sciences Student Union thinks that the work with the Committee Reviews regarding 
education has been forgotten. Both the STRUT and the review regarding Internationalisation 
have the power to impact our students. The student union therefore believe it is important that 
the university and LUS work actively so that we will see a result from these two very important 
Committee Reviews.  
 

Because of this, the student union shall: 
● play an active part in making the government, through LUS and the university, to continue the work 

with the investigations 
● play an active part in the matter on a national level through our umbrella organisation SFS 
● strive for the investigations to be put back on the agenda at a government level.  

 

 
Mental health – continued work 
Mental illness amongst young people is increasing and every other student experiences anxiety, 
worry or concern . Students worry about things such as insecure housing situations, insecure 2

financial situations and how to get through the next exam. At the same time many students 
encounter a long wait before getting help from the university’s support functions, and this is just 
among the students that know how to find and use these support functions. Studentbarometern 
shows that there is a much higher number of students that need help from the university’s 
support functions than there are students who actually use them . Efforts to promote students 3

mental health needs to be made and the university can contribute by for example creating and 
evaluating supportive physical, social and academic environments.  
 

2 
https://www.folkhalsomyndigheten.se/publicerat-material/publikationsarkiv/p/psykisk-ohalsa-bland-hogskole--oc
h-universitetsstudenter-kan-forebyggas/?pub=53659  
3 Lunds universitets Studentbarometern 2017 

https://www.folkhalsomyndigheten.se/publicerat-material/publikationsarkiv/p/psykisk-ohalsa-bland-hogskole--och-universitetsstudenter-kan-forebyggas/?pub=53659
https://www.folkhalsomyndigheten.se/publicerat-material/publikationsarkiv/p/psykisk-ohalsa-bland-hogskole--och-universitetsstudenter-kan-forebyggas/?pub=53659


Because of this, the student union shall: 
● be active in the discussions and work regarding students’ mental health through LUS 
● be active in the discussions and work regarding students’ mental health on a national level through the 

umbrella organisation SFS 
● strive to make the university and faculty prioritize these issues and work preventively regarding students’ 

mental health 
● Advocate that an investigation of the Student Health Center takes the actual needs and wants of 

students in consideration when proposing solutions 

 
Teaching quantitative methodology 
The Faculty of Social Science is one with a wide variety in subjects and in research. Something 
that has been expressed by the students, and advisors, is that even though most students excel in 
qualitative methodology there are difficulties with the quantitative methodology. The 
departments’ teaching within this subject differ, which has resulted in many students feeling like 
they lack the necessary knowledge in order to understand quantitative methodology properly.  
 
On top of this the departments work with different statistical programming, however most of 
them work with SPSS. This programme might have been the best option previously but has now 
stopped creating updates for Mac/Apple computers, meaning that a lot of the students at the 
faculty won’t be able to use the programme that the faculty pays a lot of money for.  
 
Because of this the student union shall 

● strive for the faculty to investigate if there can be a general faculty way of teaching quantitative 
methodology  

● strive for the faculty to only have one statistical programme throughout the faculty and it’s departments  
● strive for the departments and/or the faculty to reinvent how they teach quantitative methodology in order 

to achieve higher understanding amongst the students  
● strive for the faculty and the departments to give resources for developing the quantitative education  

 
 
 
 
 
 


